Multivalent Chelators for In Vivo Protein Labeling.
With the advent of single-molecule methods, chemoselective and site-specific labeling of proteins evolved to become a central aspect in chemical biology as well as cell biology. Protein labeling demands high specificity, rapid as well as efficient conjugation, while maintaining low concentration and biocompatibility under physiological conditions. Generic methods that do not interfere with the function, dynamics, subcellular localization of proteins, and crosstalk with other factors are crucial to probe and image proteins in vitro and in living cells. Alternatives to enzyme-based tags or autofluorescent proteins are short peptide-based recognition tags. These tags provide high specificity, enhanced binding rates, bioorthogonality, and versatility. Here, we report on recent applications of multivalent chelator heads, recognizing oligohistidine-tagged proteins. The striking features of this system has facilitated the analysis of protein complexes by single-molecule approaches.